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Arcario's K33 Markets Officially Live: Professional 
Clients Can Now Apply for Access
Arcario, the Scandinavian powerhouse in digital assets and web3 technologies, is thrilled to 
announce the official launch of K33 Markets, the premium service platform for High Net Worth 
Individuals and Family Offices across the EMEA region.

Following a successful beta testing phase, early access clients are now invited to commence trading 
immediately. New clients eager to experience the unparalleled features of K33 Markets can apply for 
access via . k33.com/markets

As a professional broker, K33 Markets stands as a beacon of efficient and reliable trade execution for 
both small and large orders at market-leading rates. This ensures K33 clients can enter and exit 
market positions in seconds, irrespective of trade volume.

K33 also prioritizes currency flexibility, offering its clientele the ability to deposit, trade against, and 
withdraw in a range of fiat currencies including NOK, USD, EUR, GBP, CHF, DKK, and SEK. This 
eliminates the friction of costly currency conversion fees, heightening user experience.

Moreover, K33's real-time support extends to interfacing directly with clients' banks. This ensures all 
necessary documentation is provided to facilitate the smooth acceptance of withdrawn funds.

"In our relentless pursuit of perfection, we're thrilled to share that even though K33 Markets is already 
fully operational, we have a multitude of exciting enhancements lined up," said Torbjørn Bull Jenssen, 
CEO of K33 and Arcario. "In the coming weeks, clients will witness a series of rapid developments, 
including a revamped trade interface."

For the best trading experience, it is recommended that users access K33 Markets via a desktop or 
tablet device. "We are acutely aware of the increasing importance of mobile compatibility. Rest 
assured, a seamless mobile experience is in advanced stages of development and will be rolled out 
soon," added Jenssen.

For further information, please reach out to Arcario’s IR team at ir@arcario.com or visit .K33's website

###

About Arcario
Arcario is a Scandinavian trailblazer in the digital asset space, committed to shaping the future of 
finance as we know it. The company boasts a diversified portfolio that includes K33, a research-led 
digital assets brokerage, Green Data, an eco-friendly Bitcoin mining operation, and minority stakes in 
LN Markets, a Bitcoin exchange leveraging the Lightning Network, Pure Digital, a digital currency 
interbank OTC market and Finpeers, a startup democratizing access to private financial markets 
through tokenization. The Company is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market and Mangold 
Fondkommission is Certified Adviser.
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